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Dr. Melina Abdullah is Professor and former 
Chair of Pan-African Studies at California 
State University, Los Angeles. She earned her 
Ph.D. and M.A. from the University of Southern 
California in Political Science and her B.A. 
from Howard University in African American 
Studies. She was appointed to the Los Angeles 
County Human Relations Commission in 2014 
and is a recognized expert on race, gender, class, 
and social movements. Abdullah is the author 
of numerous articles and book chapters, with 
subjects ranging from political coalition building 
to womanist mothering.

Dr. Abdullah is a recognized expert on race, 
gender, class, and social movements.  She 
was among the original group of organizers 
that convened to form Black Lives Matter and 
continues to serve as a Los Angeles chapter 
leader.

Natalie Kates is a curator, art advisor, 
event producer and co-founder of 
LatchKey Gallery who has raised over 
a million dollars for various charities.  
An early supporter of urban art, Natalie 
has established herself as a leader in 
discovering and promoting emerging 
artists.
Natalie has curated numerous 
exhibitions and site-specific art 
installations, developed close relations 
with artists, galleries and museums, 
and produced art events for both 
corporate and non-profit clients

Amanda L. Uribe is a curator, art advisor, and 
co-founder of LatchKey Gallery. Her career 
has focused on emerging to mid-career artists, 
guiding and growing their collector base to 
include private and institutional collections. 
She has worked with numerous contemporary 
art galleries, developing their program and 
curatorial approach.

Wild Style directed by Charlie Ahearn was first 
screened in 1982 and went on to become the classic 
Hip Hop movie. After directing other films such as 
Fear of Fiction and artist documentaries Ahearn co-
authored book Yes Yes Y’all, released in 2002 was an 
oral history of the first decade of Hip Hop with many 
photos by Ahearn. Wild Style The Sampler by Ahearn 
was published in 2007 on the 25th anniversary 
of that movie. Ahearn has been producing 
documentaries such as Richard Hunt Sculptor 2010, 
Jamel Shabazz Street Photographer 2011 and Hip 
Hop musical shorts, his latest being All City Take 
It To The Bridge. Recently Ahearn exihibited the 
Scratch Ecstasy Exibition at PPOW with a slide 
show, videos, photographs, and silkscreen paintings. 
Ahearn resides in New York City

Amma Asante MBE is a multi-award winning 
writer and director who won a BAFTA for her 
first film, A Way of Life (2004). This made Amma 
the first Black director to win a BAFTA Film 
Award for writing and directing a feature film. 
The film went on to garner 17 additional awards 
worldwide, including FIPRESCI, and Grand Jury 
prizes.

Her follow up movie, Belle (2013), drew 
widespread critical acclaim, going on to become 
one of the highest grossing independent films of 
the year and saw Amma named one of CNN’s 
Leading Women of 2014, as well as being named 
by Variety as one of their 10 Directors to watch.

In 2016, A United Kingdom, directed by Amma 
for Pathé and Fox Searchlight US, was released 
and its European premiere saw Amma celebrated 
as the first Black director to open the BFI London 
Film Festival in its 60-year history.

In 2017, Amma was named an MBE by Queen 
Elizabeth in the Queen’s Birthday Honour’s list, 
for Services to Film as a Writer and Director. She 
is a member of the American Academy of Motion 
Picture, Arts and Sciences, and has twice been 
elected to the council of The British Academy of 
Film and Television Arts (BAFTA).

Karlo Steel

Andrew Morales Betrand Bonello

Karlo Steel is a consultant and stylist in New 
York.

Andrew Morales is a Bronx, New York-born and 
bred photographer. His clients include Dover 
Street Market, Giorgio Armani, Highsnobiety, 
and WWD, among others.

Bertrand Bonello is a French film director, 
screenwriter, producer, and composer. His 
background is in classical music, and he lives 
between Paris and Montreal. His work has 
been associated with the New French Extrem-
ity, a term coined by Artforum critic James 
Quandt for a collection of transgressive films 
by French directors at the turn of the 21st 
century. His 2014 film Saint Laurent competed 
for the Palme d’Or in the main competition 
section at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival. The 
film was also selected as France’s submission 
for the AcademAward for Best Foreign Lan-
guage Film at the 87th Academy Awards.
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means
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We are always fascinated by the 
moment right before something 
else. That kinetic energy that 
happens somewhere between 
nervousness, butterflies, and the 
“You just wait and see” feeling.  
As Lashana Lynch embarks 
on the historic role as the first 
Black female 007 in next year’s 
No Time to Die, we can feel the 
forthcoming electricity of the 
moment. We want to cherish it as 
we cherish her youthful wisdom 
in this phase of her career.  

Here, Lashana speaks with friend 
and director Amma Asante to 
discuss their work, inspirations, 
and the moments that keep them 
empowered. Representing Black 
femme Brit energy, these two 
powerhouse women had a chat 
on Skype, and we captured the 
dialogue. 
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Lashana Lynch & Amma Asante
L:  So wonderful to see you. Of course, you look radiant.

A: Ha! You never know who will see you on Skype, so I come prepared. How are you?

L: Fantastic, thank you. It was amazing working with you on our past film/commercial project. I immediately felt so lucky to collab-
orate with a fellow Black British woman. There is such a shorthand of trust between us; immediately, my shoulders relaxed because I 
knew that you would know how “we” need to be seen.

A: Yes, exactly! In my film Belle, there is a line—“Know you are loved”—and I always try to bring that sensibility to any project that 
I work on. I want muscle memory of value to be shared with everyone. It’s about trust.

L: Yes, and I thank you for that beautiful work you did. I always admired it from afar before we met. 

A: What inspired you to want to get into this business? Particularly as a Black British woman, what made you think about this as a 
possibility? 

L: My family. It was the way I was raised. I was partly raised by grandmother and my mother. My grandmother in particular came 
from a world of tradition and elegance, and it gave me the confidence to go forward. My upbringing was rooted in knowing I would be 
successful in anything I put my mind to, so it was a natural and organic transition into the person that I became. But, frankly, my first 
inspiration to enter this industry was through animation.

A: Was it? That’s amazing.

L: Yes! I perfected the small moments of every character with my brother. There was such freedom there. I think I was dying to see 
myself represented, but there was such escapism there, too. 

A: It’s so funny you say that: I recall my brother taking me to my first cinema—it was Bambi—and that moment resonated with me. I 
wanted to feel that excitement every time after that. I wonder if animation became something more important for us because we need-
ed to see inclusiveness?

L: It made sense to me and still makes sense to me. Also, as a child and a teenager, you live through other identities that are not 
yourself. Animation somehow made my voice OK, because it was not me. The largeness of it all felt like I could do anything. That, 
combined with my upbringing, made this sense of possibility even greater. 

A: I always think about losing oneself to find oneself as a path to identity. This is how I approach my work, and I see that in you as 
well, through your upbringing by your mother and grandmother and then through the lens of animation. 

I recall being obsessed with Barbra Streisand as a child. She came to my school as a casting for Yentil, and this oddly gave me inspi-
ration for my life. It was a woman telling her story on her terms, and I was blown away. My parents instilled in me that I could do 
anything, but I thought the outside world would limit that. Barbara gave me a bit of that emotional drive and courage. 
That and Spike Lee’s Do The Right Thing. 

Although I don’t know them personally, I am somehow connected to each of them. How do stay mentally, physically, or emotionally 
connected to the people that inspire you?

L: Before anything, I have to be connected to myself. First as a human, then as a Black woman, then as an artist. It’s the foundation to 
everything. 

A: You are about to become more recognizable in light of this upcoming role. How will you allow yourself to maintain that founda-
tion, that sense of self?

L: I can disconnect from everything else. If you truly respect this journey that you are on, you understand that alone time is necessary. 
You come in this world alone, so anything you introduce into your world must be approached consciously, to make sure that it aligns 
with everything you want.

A: We are constantly in contact with new people and situations in the business, so we must be choosy. 

L: Throughout my life, I have always been keenly aware that people are here for a reason, whether it’s for a season or a lifetime. The 
trick is figuring out what that purpose is. 

A: Interesting. This is also about following your instincts.

L: Yes. Sometimes people or situations push beyond those boundaries, and you need to listen to yourself to understand what projects 
or people are right for you. 

A: That’s fantastic, the way you phrase that. For the longest time, I struggled with understanding that cutting things out was not being 
selfish. It took me a great part of my life to understand that no connections are “pre-ordained,” and that I needed put myself and my 
alignment first. 

Toni Morrison is quoted as saying, “You wanna fly, you got to give up the shit that weighs you down.” Can you describe a moment of 
your own personal challenge and growth? What did you have to let go?  

L: I listen to my body. Our bodies are so incredible: they tell you who you are, what to embrace and what to cut out. The hairs stand 
up on your neck when things are not right.

A: Well, you have provided yourself the grace and the skill to listen to yourself. It’s beautiful that you can make these choices so 
young. Along similar lines: when thinking about myself and activism, I live for a world where my stories are more widely told. I 
think simply making my work can be a form of activism. What does activism mean to you?

L: I spoke to a friend of mine years ago about this. I had a bit of a standstill and needed that special friend to talk to me. I asked him 
about my activism as it related to myself, and he pointed out some things that completely changed the way I defined it. I realized it’s 
not binary. It’s the decision that I made to fight. It’s my curves. It’s my short hair. It’s my natural state of being. 



A: Right. We are in a world where, as a Black female director, as a storyteller, I am immediately an activist. 

L: Being born as us is activism.

A: Yes! Our very existence is a political statement. 

L: I believe in the “No,” full stop. The explanation after that is activism.

A: Fantastic! Conversely, in my world, I look at the gatekeepers and their “No” as my fuel to keep going. 

L: Absolutely. At the start of your career, all you want to hear is “Yes” and “Welcome”—but there is growth in the “No.”

A: The “No” gets you to the right type of “Yes.” It aligns you with the right people at the right time. Now, if you were to describe 
the way you approach a role in one word, what would it be?

L: Energetic. It’s a spiritual experience when I am taking someone on, becoming someone else. It’s also ancestral. It’s from 
something way back that I am able to trust, something in my roots that allows me to feel and live in someone else’s skin.

I listen to my body. 
Our bodies are so 
incredible: they tell 
you who you are, 
what to embrace 
and what to cut out. 
The hairs stand up 
on your neck when 
things are not right.

clockwise from top:
total look MARCO DE VINCENZO

top skirt and waistcoat NANUSHKA, shoes, JIMMY CHOO, earrings MISSOMA, earrings 
OTTIUMBERG

dress PHILOSOPHY DI LORENZO SERAFINI, shoes CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN, 
rings STEPHEN WEBSTER and OTTIUMBERG, earrings GIVENCHY at SUSAN CAPLAN
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A: Wow, yes. Trust is a big word.  You understand the need to let go of the fear of losing oneself in the role. I’ve worked with 
younger actors who were afraid that a certain character would leave a residue and somehow stick to the person they were in 
real life. I don’t see that in you. You are purely in the role. You trust the process. There is power in Nomi in No Time to Die.

L: Thank you. It’s always a journey to finally “get” the characters I play. It takes me a bit of time. In some cases, it’s not until 
the end of film that I truly feel like I know the character. 

A: That’s also a metaphor for life, no? That can also happen when there’s mutual trust between a director and actor. I love see-
ing actors realize it once the role is complete. They usually have it all along, and it’s a joy to watch it anonymously in the back 
of a movie theater and see others enjoy it, too.

L: A role has to live in my body. Beyond the script, beyond the wardrobe, I need the character to live in me. I give myself over 
to the experience while it’s happening, so there’s a different perspective that comes with distance, once it’s in the past. 

A: Last question: If your life had a soundtrack, what song must be on it?

L: It would have to be Sounds of Blackness, “Optimistic.”

A: Mine is Jill Scott’s “Living My Life Like It’s Golden.”

L: Yes! They are the same vibe. Beauty and survival. 

“Don’t give up and don’t give in
Although it seems you never win
You will always pass the test
As long as you keep your head to the sky
You can win as long as you keep your head to the sky
You can win as long as you keep your head to the sky
Be optimistic”

(Sounds of Blackness, “Optimistic,” 1991)
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opposite: suit HUGO BOSS, shoes FILLING PIECES



total look ZEGNA



suit and shirt ZEGNA shoes FILLING PIECES



shirt ROOM SERVICE LA, pants HUGO BOSS

total look HUGO BOSS
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EGLANTINA ZINGG

photographed by Matt Gunther
hair by Carla Serrano
makeup by Marianne Vegas Brandt
clothing provided by Alter Ego

special thanks to the women of
Goleadoras

Queens, New York

eglantina
  changes
the game



Do you have any nicknames?
I have alter egos, and I use those as my nicknames. They 
include Tina, Ginger, and Tina Tequila. However, Siri does 
call me “Mamacita.”
 
Where were you born and raised? 
Let me clarify a somewhat obscure fact about my life. Yes, I 
was born in Caracas, but I was also raised in the Amazon, in 
the heart of Venezuela’s jungle. My parents were traveling 

Eglantina is the founder of 
the nonprofit organization 
Goleadoras, whose program 
supports and develops the 
self-confidence of young girls 
and women by teaching them 
the power of collaboration, 
perseverance, assertiveness, and 
leadership.

This vision supports the 
United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goal 5, which aims 
to reduce gender disparity in the 
Americas by 40% over the next 
ten years.



I recognized the sport as the perfect means to 
empower and educate girls through teamwork 
and strategy. 



frequently at the time, and I heard an aunt spill the tea 
and say I was conceived on the Douglas DC-3 plane that 
would fly us back and forth between our home in Cara-
cas and our home in the Amazon. My father is a natural 
explorer and my mother, Nieves, is an adventurous, 
free-spirited airplane pilot; he stole her heart and together 
they conquered the heart of the jungle. I woke up to the 
sound of nature and the scent of the untamable. It was 
a rather unique experience; it helped establish my wild, 
keen, and perspicacious nature.

When you think back, what was the catalyst that moved 
you into action for your social work?
Ten years ago, I began to have a change of heart. I began 
to see that there weren’t equal opportunities and felt that 
a lot of people were being left out, especially girls. I 
started to notice the inaccessibility to education and felt 
I needed to make a difference. With this experience also 
came taking high risks, which I’m attracted to anyway, 
but it’s meant so much more than just raising the funds 
or throwing a gala. Our own successes are meaningless 
without the humility and the humanity. Little “good” 
differences create huge impacts, and that’s what we need 
for the future. Life is not a non-stop marathon, there is no 
finish line, so let’s enjoy the journey, be good, share love, 
and leave this place better than how we found it.

How did Goleadoras start?
Children are our future, and all boys and girls alike 
deserve the same opportunities. Too often, however, girls 
don’t share these opportunities, and in many countries, 
we are taught to be the weaker gender. Soccer is played 
and loved by many, especially in my neck of the woods, 
“The Americas,” and I recognized the sport as the perfect 
means to empower and educate girls through teamwork 
and strategy. With the amazing team at Saatchi and 
Saatchi developing our branding and Microsoft providing 
the roadmap for measuring our impact, we were proud to 
launch Goleadoras on International Women’s Day 2018 at 
the UN Foundation. 

Can you describe your work with the United Nations?
Rewarding, exciting, challenging, satisfying, and super, 
super fun, believe it or not. When you take yourself out 
of the equation and work relentlessly with other people 
towards a common goal, you achieve a sense of control 
and empowerment, and that’s what I strive for every day. 
Right now, we are all busy tackling one of the UN’s SDGs 
(Sustainable Development Goals); at Goleadoras, our 
main focus is Goal 5: Gender Equality.

How would you explain “Offside” to someone who 
doesn’t follow soccer? 
 Like everything in life, the concept of “Offside” is 
basically another principle to keep everything in balance, 
exactly like what we are doing at Goleadoras. We are 
playing to level out the competition.

How can team-building and training in sport benefit peo-

ple in their daily lives? 
Being a part of a team is education and training in itself. It 
allows you to participate with others while taking every-
one’s views, weaknesses, and strengths into consideration. 
It’s about fostering a harmonious conversation with your 
teammates in order to fulfill your objective: winning. 
Soccer allows you to experience and instill these virtues 
within yourself while having fun and keeping your body 
healthy and active.  

What is your coach name?
Ginger.

What does it take to be team captain?
Guts and proper leadership—not the “I tell you what to 
do” kind, but rather the “I see your point, what other ideas 
do you have?” kind. You have to lead in a way that you 
are still serving your team.  

Who were strong female role models for you growing up?
Martha Stewart, Madonna, Amelia Earhart, Indira Gandhi, 
Hipolita, Blondie, and of course, my mother. She is the 
biggest badass I know. I replay her piloting that plane in 
my mind quite often. 

What was the first record you purchased?
Ricky Martin. I still keep it close.

Favorite tracks at the moment?
I am a total melophile: more than just tracks, it’s the 
instruments and arrangements that have always caught my 
attention. Johnny Cash said to me when I interviewed him 
for MTV, “You have heart. You know music because it’s 
your heart who responds to the beat.”

On IG, you often host talks with various artists. Again, it 
feels like strengthening communities is always on your 
mind.
The beauty of silence can only be broken to serve a 
purpose. I’m a humanitarian. I believe in serving what’s 
best for the community and our environment as a whole. 
Communication is essential to building a strong dialogue 
to advance the creation of a balanced coexistence. That is 
the purpose of these conversations I host: I speak to ordi-
nary people doing extraordinary things.The same dialogue 
of respect and inclusion that I promote through football. 
I’m really looking forward to a new season of #EglaAnd-
Friends and my new podcast, Alter Ego. 

Do you have a secret crush?
Tarzan. He can climb all the bushes in my jungle ;) Him 
Tarzan, me Jane!

learn more at:
ezingg.com
goleadoras.org
facebook: @Eglantinazinggp 
twitter: @eglantinazingg 
instagram: @eglantinazingg 
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I actually prefer the word “margin” over 
“diversity.” Diversity makes me think of a 
Benetton ad. Being on the margins interests 
me more. That being said, it’s a good thing that 
everyone is represented.
 
DB Yes. Everyone was so into Ladjy’s film. 
At last! Blacks and Arabs! Butin’s not really 
helping the cause here. If you travel to places 
where there are very few Blacks and Arabs, in 
people’s minds, the storyline for them is chal-
lenging the cops and living in the projects.

 BB There are two things: you have diversity 
and you have being legitimate, which is anoth-
er timely subject. What I mean is Ladjy being 
Black directs Les Misérables—but if I directed 
a movie like that, I would get torn apart. We 

sweater BOTTEGA VENETTA, underwear RON DORFF,  socks FALKE

but he was not allowed to stay the night. 

DB That’s what I thought. I started doing 
research about male prostitutes for a biopic 
with a director from Tunisia, but there aren’t as 
many strong narratives for men. 

On a separate note, how do you feel about 
what’s going on right now regarding diversity 
in castings and films?

BB It’s a vast subject. Of course there are good 
things about it, and some not so good things 
as well. Speaking for myself, if I take a look 
at the movies I’ve done, I did a movie about a 
pornographer, one about a transexual, and one 
about a gay couple. You may call that “diversi-
ty,” but to me, it was something more specific. 
I did those movies because what interested me 
was to be on the edge, on the margins. 

were talking about L’Apollonide earlier. Today, 
no one would let me make that movie. People 
would say it’s a white straight man’s view, and 
only a woman should direct that type of film. 
I also did a movie in Haiti with Black charac-
ters, and it was very difficult. I was told it was 
cultural appropriation. It’s a very good things 
when things evolve, but they do so according 
to quotas. When I shoot in Haiti, I am not 
appropriating anything. I’m simply sharing my 
interest and love for the topic.

 DB It doesn’t t mean that you take anything 
away—you’re just sharing your vision on 
something you want to talk about. 

BB Exactly. All that “quotas” business would 
mean that you would cancel any part of an 
artist’s subconscious looking for inspiration. 

It becomes problematic when things suddenly 
become forbidden.

DB I think that at some point, we will go past 
what can be done and what cannot be done. 

BB Maybe we need to go through some type of 
excessive measure first. 

DB In the U.S., I feel like they are a bit more 
advanced in terms of casting. When I was kid, 
I didn’t have any heroes that looked like me. 

BB Right. There was a huge lack of representa-
tivity for Blacks and Arabs back then.

DB Still, I feel like most roles now are stereo-
typed. When you write a script and start the 

casting process, how do you envision your 
characters?

BB For some movies, I know I will cast 
professional actors; for others, like Nocturama, 
there is way more freedom when you work 
with non-professionals. I like idea of being 
surprised. That’s why I like the word “repre-
sentativity” versus “diversity.” Representativ-
ity is what you have in front of you, what will 
be filmed. 

DB The lead character in Tu mérites un amour, 
for instance—she could have been white.

BB I love that movie. I wrote Hafsia a long 
message after I saw it. The movie is beautiful 
because each scene is emotionally felt, so on 
point. No one cares who is represented—it’s 

the nature of the sentiment that matters.

DB You never question the choice of the cast-
ing, because the story speaks to anyone.

BB Exactly. It’s about heartache, so it doesn’t 
speak to anyone exclusively—it speaks to us 
all.

Djanis Bouzyani is a French actor, scriptwriter, and director. His 
background is dance, and he trained in Paris and Los Angeles at the 
Debbie Reynold dance school.

In 2019, Hafsia Herzi cast him as her best friend in her first long 
feature film, Tu mérites un amour. The movie was called a “revelation” 
during La Semaine de la Critique at the 2019 Cannes film festival.

DB Did you always know that you wanted to 
become a director?

BB No, my first love has always been music. It 
was always part of my upbringing, since I was 
a kid and then as a teenager.  

DB Did you play any instruments growing up?

BB Yes, the piano, the organ, and the key-
board.

DB. The organ? Amazing. Does music influ-
ence you, even subconsciously, when you write 
a script?

BB I think music has had a strong influence 
subconsciously, in the sense that I learned how 
to play when I was 4 or 5 years old. I don’t 
really think about it, as music is not meant to 
be thought of. 

DB It’s more of a feeling?

BB Yes. In each scene, and even in the way I 
communicate with the actors, there always is a 
musicality to it.

DB Do you sing as well?

BB Unfortunately, no. At first, I studied 
classical music—at one point, I wanted to be 
a conductor—but then I fell into punk and pop 
music. What about you? Did you always intend 
to be an actor?

DB. Not really. I wasn’t really clear about 
what I wanted to do. I also recently came to 
the conclusion that I was not willing to entrust 
anyone with my dream. Actors are so depen-
dent on directors and producers, and it’s hard 
to depend on other people to achieve your 
dream. Besides, 
I have always been more into intimate, more 
personal things than work.

BB Would you consider directing? You did a 
short movie, right?

DB Yes, I did a short called Burqarnaque 
with Hafsia [Herzi]. At first, I was not that 
much into it. To be a director, you must have 

a generosity that I don’t possess yet. You have 
be almost like a dad, the head of the family, 
loving and supporting each member. As of 
now, I’d much rather be a kid than a dad in that 
configuration. 

BB I understand. 

DB Being a director is really about how much 
you love looking at people, and right now, it’s 
not who I am. I’m more interested in someone 
else directing me. 

BB I get that! I played in someone’s movie a 
couple weeks ago, and it was very enjoyable.

DB What was the film?

BB The director’s name is Julia Ducournau. I 
found it so enjoyable not to have any decisions 
weighing on my shoulders!

DB It’s such a beautiful place to be, being 
looked after and listening to someone else’s 
vision. It’s easier, but….

BB But you need to trust the person.

DB Exactly. From the moment you say yes, 
you must give it all and never forget that it’s 
only a camera that’s looking at you. Personally, 
it doesn’t t scare me much. Nothing scares me 
much, actually, as long as it doesn’t t affect my 
parents, brothers and sisters or nephews. 

BB True, but when you are a director, the 
stakes are higher. You can’t blame an actor for 
being mediocre, but you can easily say that he 
was poorly directed. (laughs) 

DB Yes, that’s my favorite thing to say: “There 
are no bad actors, just bad directors.” 

BB I completely agree with that. 

DB How did you start as a director?

BB By chance, sort of. I was a little bored 
with what I was doing music-wise, and I tried 
to direct a piece without much knowledge in 
moviemaking. I was touring as a musician, and 
I’d made pretty good money that year. Sure, it 
was in francs at the time, but back then it was 
still pretty good. I saved half of my earnings 
and self-financed my short movie. That’s how 
I found out about directing, and I fell in love 
with it. It became a true passion.
DB Are you also supervising the music on your 
films?

BB Yes! Music, script, and directing, and I am 
also involved in the editing process. I love the 
idea of being confronted with each specific 
craft. 

DB How did you get the idea for your movie 
L’Apollonide? I am so curious, because one of 

my childhood dreams was to own a brothel. I 
imagined how each room would be decorated. 
I don’t know why I had that in mind. I often 
visited Lieges in Belgium with my family, and 
you know, they have the large windows with 
girls. I also imagined a castle where people 
would come visit. When I saw your film, it 
triggered all these thoughts I’d had when I was 
younger. 

BB It came to me rather naturally to do a 
movie where the main character would be a 
group of girls, but I didn’t want it to be about 
women wondering if they should go to work, 
get a husband and raise kids and all—the 
contemporary life path. I thought a brothel, by 
definition, would give me a specific configura-
tion, completely locked. I was also fascinated 
by the mix between pure beauty and violence 
that you find in a brothel. The pure beauty, as 
you say, comes from the luxurious brothel, the 
opulence, but there’s always also this incredi-
ble violence.

DB There are both beauty and violence in 
sexuality. 

BB And death, too. They all intertwine within 
the brothel, and that appealed to me. That was 
the starting point: that delirium.

DB It’s like Madame Claude. I ‘ve always been 
fascinated by this sort of character. It was all 
so beautiful, but then again, it must have been 
so rough to do what they had to do. I see it as 
a performance, to take each girl and lead them 
to the paroxysm of their beauty, intelligence, 
and craft.

BB I loved doing research on that movie. I 
worked on it for months. There are tons of 
documents and thousands and thousands of 
anecdotes. It was endless. 

DB Did the girls have any power?

BB Some of them had a certain type of power 
over the client, but they were still in a golden 
prison from which they didn’t have the power 
to escape. 

DB Some of them were super famous, right?

BB Yes, but when you use the word “prosti-
tute,” there are so many variations, from the 
street prostitute all the way up to the courtesan.

DB Your characters are a bit in the middle.

BB Exactly. That’s why I fancy the term “gold-
en prison”: they are somehow protected by the 
situation while also being attacked by it.

DB Were there male prostitutes at that time?

BB Yes! Sometimes the client requested a man; 
the landlady would arrange for one to come, 
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ALEX SICK

Please let us know your name and location.
Alex Sick from Moscow 

What do you think is unfair in your local community 
and how do you think it can be changed?
I think homophobic and racial prejudice is more spread 
in Russia, especially in the older generation. I believe 
that the way to change is to speak about and protect 
every member of our community. 

Often times, activism as music helps inspire people. 
How important is music for you when thinking about 
making social change?
Music inspired me a lot. I became anti-fascist through 
the music, especially punk and hardcore music.

If you could describe yourself in one word, what would 
it be?
Der steppenwolf

How would your best friend describe you?
Extraordinary

How would your enemy describe you?
Dumb

When is the last time you fell in love?
9 years ago (feels like ages)

Сообщите нам свое имя и местонахождение.
Алекс Сик из Москвы 

Что, по вашему мнению, несправедливо в вашем 
местном сообществе и как, по вашему мнению, это 
можно изменить?
Думаю, что гомофобия и ксенофобия наиболее 
распространены в нашем обществе, особенно среди 
старшего поколения. Путь к решению — открыто 
говорить о проблемах и защищать наиболее 
уязвлённых членов общества. 

Часто в активизме музыка помогает вдохновлять 
людей. Насколько важна для вас музыка, когда вы 
думаете о социальных изменениях?
Музыка очень сильно повлияла на моё становление, 
особенно хардкор панк — благодаря ему я стал 
антифашистом.

Если бы вы могли описать себя одним словом, что 
бы это было?
Der steppenwolf 

Как бы вас описал лучший друг?
Экстраординарный 

Как бы ваш враг описал вас?
Тупой :)

Когда вы в последний раз влюблялись?
9 лет назад(как-будто в прошлой жизни)

photographed by Alex Sick & @misha_kyc Moscow, Russia
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On the occasion of John Rivas’ upcoming solo presentation 
with LatchKey Gallery at UNTITLED, ART Miami Beach, 
gallery co-founders Natalie Kates and Amanda Uribe sit 
down with the artist to talk about his work, lessons learned, 
and the future. 

1. -When did you find art?
I found the love of my life at a very late period. Even though I’m still young (23), I 
picked up my first pencil and drew my first line seriously at 17. I say late in my life 
because I know artists that have been doing this since they were youngins, creating 
at 3 to 5 years old. My whole life was dedicated to soccer until Cupid struck me 
with a brush, and I’ve been committed and loyal since then. Art fills my heart with 
joy, keeps me sane, brightens my soul. It’s a marriage that goes beyond life and 
heaven. 

2. -Your paintings often feature different faces, family members, ancestors. How do 
these relationships affect or inspire your work? Vice Versa? 
I paint what I know. I paint what I see. I paint what I live. I see myself as a sponge 
that consumes the realities around me, whether it’s mine or my family’s. The 
happy, the painful, the good and the bad moments later become recreated expres-
sions that will last forever—a visual memoir. My family, my traditions, my roots: 
without these faces, I wouldn’t be the artist—or, more importantly, the human 
being—that I am today.   

3. -Do you have any artmaking rituals? What is your process?
The first thing I do once I enter the studio is sage the space, then continue with a 
prayer to prepare to create. Artmaking is magical; it’s something that is really hard 
to explain in words. I catch myself sometimes blacking out and then coming back 
to reality and *boom*: part of the face is done. I usually base my work off an im-
age, but I still never know exactly how the final piece is going to look. I just listen 
to my gut and, most importantly, to the work itself. I’m just a student. My process 
consists of just being present in the moment and understanding that every action is 
important to the piece. Every mistake isn’t a failure; sometimes that mistake com-
pletes the journey of finishing a work of art.  





4. -You often use “unconventional” materials in your work. How do you chose your materials and what 
is the significance of these elements?
The unconventional materials come from a foundation of not being able to buy canvas all the time. 
Having come late to the game, I didn’t realize how expensive art supplies were, so I had to use what 
I had. Getting wood, metals, any scraps from my father’s construction garage, things I found in the 
street: this helped me build a language of my own, so now I’m able to get really personal with my 
subjects and the materials. For example, I did a painting of my grandmother on the hospital bedsheet 
she passed away on. I take clothes that my family’s worn and are able to donate and repurpose them 
as elements of collage. I try to convey the emotions and personalities of the people I paint. The 
materials reflect who they really are.

5. -Has COVID-19 changed the way you create or think about art?
It has taught me to slow down my process and my work, and to give full attention to a single piece 
rather than working on two or three at a time. My mindset is more on quality over quantity: respect-
ing my craft and understanding that some things won’t get done in one day, and that sometimes 
tomorrow’s energy is what’s really needed to finish a piece, rather than trying to slam all your ideas 
at once. I’m going to be doing this for the rest of my life, hopefully until I’m 90. I want longevity in 
my career, not just something in the moment; this is a journey, not a race. Only God is able to take 
and give, and what is meant for you will come to you. So all I have to do is focus on the work and 
water it with care. If things happen, they happen; if not, shit, I still got my two hands to create, and 
that’s what matters to me. 
 

6. Do you have a crush right now?
My artist crush at the moment is the great sculptor Marisol Escobar. Every time I see her work, I just 
get chills. The way she is able to make her sculptures come alive, her choice of objects, the way she 
breaks a painting to live in a 3D space is absolutely genius. She’s a big inspiration at the moment, 
as I myself transition into a more 3D approach in my work. Rest in Paradise, Marisol. Your vision is 
well appreciated. 
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Clément Grobotek:

What is your idea of perfect happiness?  To be loved.
What is your greatest fear? Growing old, even more than dying.
What is the trait you most deplore in yourself? My ability to stress at any moment. 
What is the trait you most deplore in others? Lies.
Which living person do you most admire? Jane Fonda, for committing to the causes she believed in, even when it 
meant risking her career.
What is your greatest extravagance? Wearing grillz every day.
What is your current state of mind? I always try to learn and to excel. I get bored quickly—when I have reached a goal, 
I need another one to work towards.
What do you consider the most overrated virtue? Virginity.
On what occasion do you lie? In order not to hurt the person in front of me.
What do you most dislike about your appearance? My legs, my hands, my feet.
Which living person do you most despise? Trump.
What is the quality you most like in a man? Enterprising men.
What is the quality you most like in a woman? Enterprising women.
Which words or phrases do you most overuse? “Excuse me?”
What or who is the greatest love of your life? My husband for sure (and my dog, but don’t tell my husband).
When and where were you happiest? I was telling my husband a story, and he looked at me with tears in his eyes. I 
asked him what got him so emotional, and he replied that he loved me.
Which talent would you most like to have? Making people feel instantly comfortable with me.
If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be? To be satisfied with what I’ve done.
What do you consider your greatest achievement? Knowing how to appreciate moments of happiness when they arise.
If you were to die and come back as a person or a thing, what would it be? Probably a pencil used to write love letters.
Where would you most like to live? I’ve never been attracted to a particular place to live; I’ve chosen instead to live 
where opportunities guide me. But when I’m older, I’d love to live in a remote place with animals.
What is your most treasured possession? Love.
What do you regard as the lowest depth of misery? Hate.
What is your favorite occupation?  I would love to say “Learning” to make me look intellectual, but in truth, it’s about 
watching Desperate Housewives on a rainy day.
What is your most marked characteristic? I am impulsive.
What do you most value in your friends? Their ability to tell me when I do things wrong.
Who are your favorite writers?  Maupassant, especially Bel Ami.
Who is your hero of fiction? I don’t have a fictional hero.
Which historical figure do you most identify with? I would have been reassured to find similarities with an historical 
figure, but unfortunately I don’t see any. I like to think that it’s only because I am still too uneducated to find one, rath-
er than my being without a memorable quality!
Who are your gay heroes (or allies) in real life? The LGBTQI+ associations are true heroes of everyday life.
What are your favorite names? Edward.
What is it that you most dislike? Nothing in particular. 
What is your greatest regret? I spent too much time hiding.
How would you like to die? Unexpectedly and suddenly.
What is your motto? I’ve never had one!
How important is visibility in the media for the gay community?  It is important for a little boy somewhere, who sees 
this representation and will no longer feel strange or alone.
How do you develop self-confidence? I take it with me whenever I feel comfortable in clothes.
How important is validation from peers? Way too important, in my opinion. I wish it would count less.
Are there any events that you initially labeled a “failure,” but later realized it was a stepping stone to something great?  
I’ve always hated being naive, but sometimes I appreciate that trait of character that allows me to see only good in 
others.
what will you do now that the interview is done?  I know it’s not right, but I’m going to run out and smoke a cigarette.



Julien Isnardon:

What is your idea of perfect happiness?  Enjoy fun and simple things in life.
What is your greatest fear?  I’m not afraid of anything. I try to think in a positive way and stay focused.
What is the trait you most deplore in yourself? I am always stressed out. Sometimes it motivates me to keep going, other times 
it’s useless.
Which living person do you most admire? My parents. They worked all their lives to support me and my sister. I love them so 
much.
What is your greatest extravagance? Nothing much currently—but when I was younger, I used to dress up in crazy outfits to go 
out during Milan Fashion Week. Great memories!
What is your current state of mind? At work and focused. I need a new challenge every day to be better at what I do. 
On what occasion do you lie? When I act like I know the amount of money my BF spent on a shopping spree. 
What do you most dislike about your appearance? I was fitter when I was younger; now I need more time and effort to maintain 
my muscle gain.
Which living person do you most despise?  Trump or Marine Le Pen. Liars, racists, homophobes.
What is the quality you most like in a man? Determination and the ability to work on oneself.
What is the quality you most like in a woman? 
Determination and independence. Fierce, independent women that balance children’s education and personal growth. Powerful 
warriors!
Which words or phrases do you most overuse? “Merde!”
What or who is the greatest love of your life? My husband. 
When and where were you happiest? “La c‘est plus quel moment de ma vie” 
Which talent would you most like to have? 
Singing. I took singing lessons when I was young, but dancing took over the following ten years. It was a better option to ex-
press myself .
If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be? My eyes. I wanted green eyes.
What do you consider your greatest achievement? Building my career in Paris alone, without any connections. 
If you were to die and come back as a person or a thing, what would it be? A vaccine.
Where would you most like to live? Argentina. 
What is your most treasured possession?  The love from my family. 
What do you regard as the lowest depth of misery? 
Hatred from people who can’t accept that one might have a different opinion than their own.
What is your favorite occupation? My job. It motivates me.
What is your most marked characteristic? I am too serious.
What do you most value in your friends? Support. 
Who are your favorite writers? Jean de La Fontaine. It all came true! 
Who is your hero of fiction? I don’t have any.
Who are your gay heroes (or allies) in real life? 
Anyone who does voluntary work in LGBTQ + support groups.
What are your favorite names? 
My grandparents’ names—Maria, Helene, and Gustave— because the time I spent with them when I was young will probably 
remain the best moments of my life.
What is it that you most dislike? Lies. 
What is your greatest regret? Not having spent enough time with loved ones. (Some of them are not here anymore.) 
How would you like to die? Like my grandfather: gardening in the countryside on a beautiful summer day.
What is your motto? “Le futur appartient a ceux qui se lèvent tôt”
How important is visibility in the media for the gay community? 
It’s important to show that we have the same needs, so we need the same rights. (Having a family through the adoption process, 
for example.)
How do you develop self-confidence? 
Getting to know yourself a bit more every day and trying to have a meta-vision posture, always looking at the situation from 
above. 
How important is validation from peers? It’s a tool to build self-confidence. 
Are there any events that you initially labeled a “failure,” but later realized it was a stepping stone to something great? 
When I didn’t pass my marketing license and decided on a different path. What I am doing currently gives me many more 
opportunities. 
What will you do now that the interview is done? Netflix and sleep. 
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video stills courtesy of Oppo 
from his music video Perpetual

1. We at CRUSHfanzine are always curious about the obsessions of an artist. What 
are your obsessions and how to they drive your creativity?

I could say movies, or I could say music, but if you break either down to its most 
basic form, it’s color and sound that are prominent. I find myself obsessing about 
them all the time. Color has the power to create or change an entire mood just by the 
shade of its hue. Sound follows similar traits, adding texture to an environment. This 
is what drives my creativity at its core. I see a color or hear a sound and think, “Do I 
want to create a compliment or a contrast?” The resulting theme allows me to evoke 
feelings more productively than words can. 

2. Martin Luther once wrote, “If you want to change the world, pick up your pen and 
write.” What does writing mean to you and how is it a tool for change?

To me, writing is another form of channeling my thoughts that also helps me clarify 
the chaos. It’s a therapeutic activity. In a bigger sense, I think it’s a powerful tool 
for change due to its inherent nature of conveying a message. It’s a seed from which 
growth can occur. Luther was right when he wrote that. After all, he ended up chang-
ing the world, didn’t he?

3. If you would like to share your story, can you tell us a bit about your history, both 
as a person and an artist?

Growing up, I was a rebellious punk kid. Being adopted into a white family, I never 
felt like I fit in, so I used music and art as a way to cope and express myself. From 
punk to folk to dubstep to rap, I feel like I’ve covered it all. In 2011, a drunk driver 
crashed into the car I was in, leaving me paralyzed from the chest down and killing 
himself in the process. I woke up unable to talk, with a feeding tube, a breathing 
tube, and a diagnosis that I would most likely be a vegetable for the rest of my life. 
For a moment, blinking was my only form of communication: once for “Yes,” twice 
for “No.” Little by little, I started gaining more movement and strength until the 
tubes came out. From there, I started focusing on rap, strengthening my lungs, and 
later got into video and photography, which I had always wanted to do but never had 
the time or patience for before. 
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video stills courtesy of Oppo 
from his music video Perpetual



video stills courtesy of Oppo 
from his music video Fung Fu



video stills courtesy of Oppo 
from his music video Quarantine



video stills courtesy of Oppo 
from his music video Red

4. How has this shaped who you are?

This process shaped who I am in various ways. I learned who my real friends were 
real quick, which was the most abrupt change aside the physical aspect of becoming 
a quadriplegic. I’ve learned to be patient, in turn taking more time on my projects, 
making them feel more complete. I’ve had time to reflect on myself and realize what 
truly matters to me. I now try to see the bigger picture and not worry about the small-
er things. It was a complicated process, but I now see the beauty in simplicity.

5. If your life thus far had a soundtrack, what five songs would have to be on it?

That’s an impossible task, but for now I’ll say “Mr. Sun” by Greentea Peng, “Chase 
The Devil” by Max Romeo, “Faded” by Alex Mali, “Attitude” by Bad Brains, and 
“The World Is Yours” by Nas.

6. Who inspires you?

Creatively, artists like Basquiat, filmmakers like Wong Kar Wai, and any musician 
busking for a change. In life, I’m most inspired by the ones who keep pushing 
against the currents of despair. 

7. What is something you will do after this interview is complete?

I’ve been learning a new beat-making program on the iPad, which is what I use to 
make my beats. I will surely be working on that later!
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CA: We’re going to talk about your work, but we have to start at the beginning by discussing your child-
hood and how you got involved in all this. Where specifically did you grow up?

AD: I grew up in the Jacob Riis Houses, between FDR and Avenue D. The project runs from 6th Street to 
14th Street.

CA: Even today, that’s a rough neighborhood, but in the ‘70s, it was very, very rough—about as rough as 
you could get in New York.
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Al Díaz’s career spans five decades. Born and raised Puerto 
Rican in New York City, by age 15 he was the influential first-
generation subway graffiti artist known as “BOMBONE.”His 
friendship with high school classmate Jean-Michel 
Basquiat, with whom he collaborated on SAMO© (a late-
‘70s avant-garde graffiti tag project) has been widely noted 
in contemporary art history and continues to be celebrated 
throughout popular culture. 

Díaz also contributed percussion on K-Rob and Rammellzee’s 
1983 record “Beat Bop” (which was funded and features 
cover artwork by Basquiat), one of the very first hip-hop 
albums. 

Today, Díaz’s creative practice includes gathering the 
standard “WET PAINT” signage used throughout the NYC 
MTA and cutting them up to create clever, poignant anagrams 
which he re-posts in the subways and on Instagram. His work 
has been shown and privately collected internationally, and 
he has been a highlighted speaker for a variety of panel 
discussions at universities and museums.

Díaz sat down to talk about his creative career with old friend 
Charlie Ahearn, director of the acclaimed film Wild Style, 
which is considered to be among the first and most definitive 
documentaries about hip-hop culture.
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AD: That was not where you moved to, that was where you moved away from. All those neigh-
borhoods were oppressed: housing projects, people living on top of each other in poverty.

CA: There must have been a time when you saw what was happening out in the street, as graffiti 
started to take shape.

AD: The subway was the internet back then—that’s how you would find out about other writers. 
But even before that, in ‘71, I started spending a lot of time in Washington Heights, which most 
people consider the spawning ground for graffiti culture. Those guys wrote the rulebook for 
graffiti. There was a certain style, a swag that the kids up there had. I was 12 years old, and I 
wanted to be down and have that style. I was looking up to the older cats, the music they were 
listening to. At that age, if you were looking for an identity, you wanted to be that.

CA: You were still very, very young.

AD: It’s considered first generation from ‘71 to ’76. In a young culture, if you start at 12 years 
old, you’re accomplished by the time you’re 16. The photograph by Jon Naar in the entrance of 
“Beyond the Streets,” of all the kids holding papers with their tags written—if you look at their 
faces, those kids are between 11 and 14! That was the culture—it was kids. It didn’t start as an 
expression of art; it was an expression of angst, of ownership, of anger, of claiming territory. We 
were creating it, making the rules, inventing the language. We were in the moment. Now there’s 
an industry that caters to graffiti, but back then, there was a certain violence to it. It was a sport, 
a competition. It was a pissing contest. It was only later that it started to look like something 
more artistic.

CA: You can’t put the genie back into the bottle! Teenagers have this connection to doing some-
thing that they’re doing themselves and no one can stop them. That’s a huge creature that exists 
in New York…

AD: …and now it’s global!

CA: Now you’ve created a whole building [of art] for us to inhabit with you. Nobody else from 
that whole group made [the] transition that you did.

AD: In 1976, I met Jean-Michel Basquiat at City-As-School. He didn’t identify as a graffiti art-
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ist. Remember, being a graffiti artist was like being a ball 
player, or being a skateboarder—it was an identity. You’re 
the guy with the ink all over his fingers. You live, breathe, 
eat [graffiti], to the point where you get kicked out of 
school for it, right? (laughs)

CA: Jean-Michel probably found the fact that you were so 
“in it” to be really powerful. He wanted to get with you as 
a partner because the two of you could go places.

AD: We had fun and connected on many levels. In ’78, 
Jean and I started to put pen to the wall with SAMO©, and 
he really got a rush out of it. He was a daring kid and he 
would do anything. He was fearless. [But for  me], after 
being part of graffiti culture for five or six years, it had 
changed. Suddenly everybody and their dog was writing 
graffiti. One of the things that was really attractive about 
the whole culture in the beginning was that it was a secret 
organization—but by this time, it had lost that. It was 
played out.

CA: Writers are about handstyle—that’s the main thing—
and you two developed a style that’s truly distinctive, 
different from anything I can place. We’re talking about 
two people, and I can’t even separate it. It’s like Lennon 
and McCartney. Then it developed, and very sophisticated 
thoughts started to emerge. You were dealing with things 
that were very complicated.

AD: Our handstyle was about making it super legible. The 
other motivator was that I was sick of graffiti and wanted 
to do something different using the same medium: let’s 
keep the outlaw approach of writing on public property, 

but this time let’s bring a message. Let’s say something. Me and Jean were both attention seekers; we wanted to be the smartest
guys in the room, that’s what motivated us. But it was always stuff that made us think or laugh: consumerism, hypocrisy in everyday 
living and politics, bourgeois standards. Everything that seemed mediocre.

CA: Then [Jean] went for the next thing, [and] in a sense destroyed what you were doing. It changed it irrevocably.

AD: That was probably inevitable. We reinvent ourselves in order to continue, which is essential if you are an artist. Graffiti, my life-
long relationship with the subway system, SAMO©, wanting to express my opinion, to make statements, to make people read stuff—
all that becomes [my art]. Take all that baggage and mix it, and this is where it ends up.

CA: This WET PAINT collage letter style that you have [now] is very much your own.

AD: I think I am the only person doing this.

CA: This is not SAMO©.
AD: It’s not, but it’s in the same spirit.
CA: This is Al Díaz. It has a lot to share and it’s doing something similar, but it’s doing it on its own terms. How did that evolve?

AD: The icons and the WET PAINT signs are specific to the subway. They’re used throughout the MTA. I don’t make any letters 
myself, which means I don’t have an X, K, H, V, or Y. So you get dexterous and start moving around with words: maybe I can’t say it 
without a Y, but I can adjust. Over time, I’ve developed a sense of discipline to stay focused. It’s a mental thing—it’s playing around, 
like a game, and you get better the longer you do it.With this work, I’m talking about how fucked up everything is. That’s my theme. 
Sometimes I try to be funny; sometimes I talk about sentiments, memories, all the things that pass through in life. I romanticize the 
past and things that we lose; there is a beauty to melancholy, and I try to express that as best I can with my limited [MTA] alphabet. 
The thing is, you have to be able to express more than one sentiment. We are living through some rough shit right now. These are bad 
times. It has to be expressed, and I think people can relate. I’m not the only one that feels that way. That’s what this [work] is about.
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